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SUMMARY

If. as a part of the development of a digital telephone exchange system.
an appropriate control design is required to operate a fault-tolerant
structured data-path, some special strategies, both for the realization
of the hardware and the software. are necessary in order to obtain a
sufficiently high reliability of the resulting unit.

Based on a fourfold redundancy approach, an effective multi-version
hardware concept for this control circuit, which corresponds to the
existing data-path configuration, may be realized by using a (4,2)-code
oriented system-bus in combination with a broadcast-error protection
circuit, implemented in a failure resistant four-processor structure.

Additionally, to reduce the occurrence of program failures, the multi
version software principle shows to be considerably useful; depending on
the actual development conditions, a fourfold separated software design,
in combination with some specific hardware mechanisms, may establish a
substantial improvement of the overall reliability.

In this way. a valuable basis is presented for the eventual completion
of a fault-tolerant telephone exchange control, which might also serve
as a background in further reliability improvement applications.
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1 INTRODUCfION

In 1986. a project has been started by the Digital Systems Group of the
Faculty of Electrical Engineering at the Eindhoven University of Techno
logy in order to realize the development of a digital telephone exchange
concept. based on the use of fault-tolerant and wafer-scale integration
techniques.

While some research activities regarding the configuration of a reliable
data-path were already ini tlated. an addi tional investigation seemed to
be necessary into the design of an appropriate control circuit. probably
dealing with fault-tolerant hardware and software mechanisms. to allow a
suffiCiently reliable operation of the total system; next to this. more
information was required about the possible application. inside the
final telephone exchange control unit. of a multi-version software
strategy.

As a result. the remaInIng chapters of this graduation project report
comprise an extensive description of the answers to both of these de
mands; so. after a short summary of the overall exchange project. a
multi-version software employment consideration will be preceded by the
introduction of a fault-tolerant telephone exchange control structure.
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2 TELEPHONE EXCHANGE PROJECf SPECIFICATION AND OVERAlL VIEW

In general. the complete development of an extended telephone exchange
system. dealing wi th various hardware and software qualifications and
interacting with both individual subscribers and additional circuits.
might be not only a time-consuming. but also a highly complicated opera
tion; thereby. even in concentrating on nearly separate subjects or
problems. the overall concept and conditions of the system should always
be involved. So. to offer the necessary background to introduce the
further discussed items. this chapter will present some basis require
ments of the overall exchange design as stated during the initiation of
the total project; subsequently. the previously realized hardware
structures and investigation conclusions. resulting from the earlier
performed project activities. will be shortly summarized.

2.1 Fundamental characteristics of the exchange structure

To establish a variety of scientificly justified research subjects. and
to insert some new application possibilities inside the existing ex
change development techniques. several specific design requirements have
been functioning as a foundation for the actual project. With respect to
the eventual structure and implementation of the exchange hardware. the
four demands according to fig. 2-1 have shown to be highly essential;
therefore. prior to offering some information about the data-format of
the telephone signals as used inside the concerned exchange circuits.
these requirements will be explained successively.

Requirements

Extreme reliability
Wafer-scale integration
Non-blocking central switching-unit
Flexible application

Strategies

Fourfold and (4.2)-based techniques
Wafer-based central switching-unit
1ST-structure with internal doubling
Interface-independent central system

Fig. 2-1. Essential project requirements and corresponding strategies

Firstly. as might be expected in the case of a telephone exchange de
sign. the most important demand is the implementation of a dedicated and
effective fault-tolerant strategy to allow an extremely reliable opera
tion of the total system ([C].[D].[F]); to illustrate the significance
of this subject. the maximum failure time condition for a main telephone
exchange of only two hours during a forty years period might be a suffi
cient indication. For this purpose. the use of a rather new approach in
the configuration of the telephone signal data-path. based on fourfold
redundancy according to the so-called (4.2)-coding concept. has been
considered to be the most convenient solution; however. as a consequen
ce. the belonging control system should be provided with at least an
equivalent fault-tolerant structure.
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Regarding the realization of the central switching-unit. two different
requirements may be distinguished. The suggestion of a wafer-scale
integrated ([J].[K]) central exchange is related to the desire for a
cost-effective hardware implementation; combined with the design
structure demands resulting from the selected fault-tolerant mechanism.
locating a complete data-path unit on a single wafer might be the most
efficient. In addition. any blocking of this central switching element
for individual entries. due to intensive internal signal traffic. should
be prevented; as will be explained afterwards. a time-space-time (TST)
switch element structure with an inside doubling of the total telephone
call capacity would satisfy this requirement entirely.

Finally. a flexible emplOYment of the central exchange system is guaran
teed by a modular design of the various interfaces to deal with not only
ordinary subscriber signals. but also connection-lines from existing
exchanges. computer-data. or even a second central switching unit to
increase the overall capacity. In this way. a custom-oriented configura
tion might be available for a wide range of applications. while the
reliability and capacity requirements of every single interface may be
determined according to the requested characteristics.

Next to these general conditions. a fixed data-format definition for the
input and output lines of the actual exchange system. which is shown in
fig. 2-2. enables a completely digital processing of the telephone
signals inside the central switching unit. Using the 8-bit pulse code
modulation (PCM) technique as proposed in the international communica
tion recommendations ([I]). a group of at most 64 regular subscriber
lines is time-multiplexed and allocated inside a time-slot organized
frame. covering 64 separated 8-bit signals; doing so. the successive
transmission of the information-bits results in a frame-based communica
tion structure.

2.2 Summary of previously completed project developments

While some specific preparing investigations with regard to the possi
bilities of both the realization and integration of the necessary ex
change elements have been performed earlier ([i]/[iii]). the concept of
the final data-path configuration. based on the requirements and stra
tegies as stated before. is initially available in a first group of
actual project publications ([iv]/[ix]); continuing with the obtained

o 1

I
Time-slot

2

I
Frame

63

=]IDillEJ[

Fig. 2-2. Frame definition of the PCM-coded input and output data-format
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results, a second generation of research activities has been issued
later ([x],[xi]). These two periods of project developments are corres
ponding to the investigation terms concerning the exchange control
hardware and software structure, respectively, which will be introduced
in the following chapters; so, several interactions might be noticed by
comparing the earlier project publications. which will be shortly summa
rized below. with the information remaining after this section.

In fig. 2-3, the general concept for the wafer-integration oriented non
blocking data-path configuration is presented. which consists of two
groups of 64 time shift elements ([iv].[x]). a central space switch
([vi]) and a control interface ([ix]); in combination with a subscriber
interface. concentrating 150 telephone lines to the 64 time-slots of a
single frame ([vii]), a maximal telephone signal traffic of 44.8 Erlang
or an overall blocking probability of 0.001 is established ([B]) with a
total exchange capacity of 24,000 two-way subscriber connections.

To allow the eventual hardware implementation of the originally sepa
rated TST-elements. a mutual combination might be very useful; besides.
to avoid the use of an expensive integration-technique, a small-scale
replacement of the initial concept (two groups of only four time-shif
ters) would be appropriate ([xi]).

PCM
signal -+
frame

PCM
signal -+
frame

Time 0 0 Time
-+Shift-+ -+ -+ -+Shift-+

t - -+ -+ ""'-- t
- -+ -+ ""'--
- -+ -+~
- -+ -+ ""'--
- -+ Space -+ ""'--
- -+ Swi tch -+ i'-

- -+ -+ -
- -+ -+ i'-

- -+ -+ 10--

Time - -+ -+ 10-- Time
-+Shift-+ -+ -+ -+Shift-+

t 63 63 t

63 0 0 63
111111 I I I I I I

UUUU UUUU
Control Interface

t

II
t

TST-COntrol

PCM
-+ signal

frame

PCM
-+ signal

frame

Fig. 2-3. Data-path structure (TST-configuration) with control interface
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Completing the available publications, a description of the (4,2)-based
reliability improvement strategy is accompanied by a presentation of the
necessary (4,2)-oriented coder- and decoder-circuits ([v]), while also
the design concept for a standard PCM-line interface ([viii]) has been
issued; in the next chapter, the functions of these devices will be
explained further.
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3 DATA-PATH CX>NFIGURATION USING (4.2)-QRIENTED HARDWARE

Because the design concept of the actual control circuit is substantial
ly related to the existing data-path configuration. it might be useful
to start the overview of the total exchange hardware with a description
of the (4.2)-based fourfold central switching unit. combined with the
belonging interface circuits. Therefore. the implementation consequences
of the previously presented fundamental characteristics for the final
data-path approach may be found in the first section of this chapter.
while the belonging overviews are completed afterwards with a specifica
tion of some operation details.

3.1 Implementation of the desired characteristics

In the overview of the final data-path configuration. according to fig.
3-1 if a subscriber-circuit is connected to the central switching
device. or fig. 3-2 for the case of using an interface to enable commu
nication with other PCM-exchanges. the design requirements as introduced
earlier may easily be recognized. A central position is reserved for the
TST-module. constructed out of 64 input time-slot shifters. one central
time-slot orientated switching network. and finally a second 64-fold set
of output time-slot shifters: this circuit enables the operation of a
non-blocking switching strategy. based on the Clos-principle ([A]. [L]).
inside the central exchange. by the internal use of a doubled number of
time-slots. To succeed in the implementation of this elements on a
single wafer. some redundancy is obtained by creating several additional
time-slot shifters and switching network inputs: in this way. a wafer
with a totally well functioning TST-module can be realized by an after
production interconnection of only units operating according to their
specifications.

The remaining components in the data-path overviews are related to the
last two design requirements. which include the resources for reliabili
ty improvement of the exchange according to the (4.2)-coding approach
for fault-tolerant systems as introduced by ir. Th. Krol (Philips
Research Laboratories. Eindhoven: see [E].[G].[H]. and [M]); this prin
ciple is based on the generation of four differently coded signals. each
offering only half as much information as the original data. and it
results in reliable transmission even if one of the data-links is com
pletely blocked and single-bit failures arise in a second. For this
reason. the switching network consists of four identical units. provided
with special coding and decoding circuits to enable the creation and
combination of all present (4.2)-signals. Finally. a comparison of both
the overviews shows the flexibility of the design: the central swit
ching-device. as contained by the upper part. may be connected to a wide
variety of local interfaces. allowing the adaptation of the total ex
change to any present situation. Thereby. even two central switching
uni ts may be mutually connected. resul ting in a substantial capaci ty
increase; in a suchlike situation. the coder/decoder circuits allow a
fault-isolated operation of the individual TST-combinations.
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3.2 Specification of timing and testing

Located in the first line of the data-path figures, the descriptions
'64*4' and '128*4' are included to indicate both the various time-slot
and bit numbers. As it shows, the construction of the data-signals
generated by the local stations is based on frames of 64 time-slots,
each divided into data-words of eight successively transferred bits; on
this point, a bit-clock frequency of 4.096 MHz is used, resulting in a
final 8 KHz time-slot rate. However, after the process of (4,2)-trans
formation, a single time-slot only contains 4 bits; thus, all bit
transactions inside the central switching-network are based on a 2.048
MHz or 4.096 MHz frequency for frames existing of 64 and 128 time-slots,
respectively.

At the end of this view on the data-path configuration concept, an
explanation might be needed with regard to the consciously planned
absence of any special testing-facilities, while the complexity of the
total design obviously asks for the possibilities of functional testing
strategies. The answer to this contradiction is the self-evident presen
ce, as one of the main parts of the (4, 2)-approach , of an extensive
error-detection system; for every available connection, verification of
failure-free operation is always done automatically by cOmParing the
fourfold (4,2)-signals. Moreover, in the case of fault occurrence,
localization of an error just means checking a number of different
routed signals, and thereby determining a set of unusable connections;
so, the communication between the central exchange and the local sta
tions, being necessary to enable suchlike actions, will be an essential
subject in the next chapter, where the control circuit will be intro
duced.
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4 INTROnUCfION OF A MUL11-VERSION roNTROL SYSTEM

For the realization of the data-path control hardware wi th respect to
the earlier stated design requirements, some special attention must be
paid to both flexibility and reliability improvement. In the next chap
ter, some details will cause the eventual circuit to be considered as a
multi-version hardware system; but first, this chapter will point out
the influence of these demands to the general concept of the data-path
control, together with a presentation of the overall view of the total
exchange, which wi 11 be followed by an explanation about the necessary
interactions between the central control-part and the local interfaces.

4.1 Realization of the control concept

In order to guarantee the error-free operation of the (4,2)-configura
tion used within the data-path, the introduction of a corresponding
fault-tolerant technique inside the central control-hardware is clearly
necessary. For this situation. the choice has been made to install four
identical control-circuits, prOVided with a (4,2)-based system-bus to
allow error-resistant communication between the various control-units;
in this way, each fourfold set of control-units connected to the system
bus should be considered as a separate fault-isolated area, where one of
the four parts might be wrong without any consequences for the actual
performance of the total system, while the failure-handling strategies
may be corresponding with the data-path situations. In the next section
of this chapter, special facilities will be presented to detect and to
process all kinds of possible errors which may result both from the
comparisons of the fourfold control-information and the decoding of the
(4,2)-coded data-signals, while the next chapter will provide a detailed
description of the problems and the solutions to combine the various
control-units with the (4,2) system-bus.

In order to keep the flexibility of the total exchange on the same level
as established in the data-path realization, an analogue concept will be
used for the control-sections: one central fourfold processor-unit,
controlling the central switching-network, serves as the overall system
supervisor, and allows correct operation for every desired configuration
of the total exchange in combination with the processor-deVices located
inside each local station. Using this structure, a wide variety of
characteristics and specifications may be implemented in hardware and
software, both inside all modules and within the communication and
synchronization between the central processor and the local stations.

After adding the control-components to the data-path design according to
fig. 3-1. the concept for the complete exchange. based on the use of a
local subscriber-station. corresponds to the diagram as presented by
fig. 4-1; in this overview. all units belonging to the central exchange.
located in the part below the dotted line, are to be realized in four
fold implementation. including the four separated central switching
network wafers. to operate together as a (4.2) fault-tolerant system. On
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the contrary. the local station shows to be composed using a conventio
nal realization with respect to the (4.2)-approach. in order to concen
trate the main part of the project on the reliability of the most essen
tial central unit; however. also fourfold based local interfaces may be
connected to the central exchange in just the same way.

Concerning the hardware to be collected on the four wafers. positioned
in the diagram inside the dotted square. an extension has been made by
adding a special bus-interface; being connected to the (4.2) system-bus
(as indicated with the double line). this component transfers all commu
nication between the central control-uni t and the TST-uni ts. Just below
in the diagram. the error-controller is situated. a central register
device collecting all errors to be caused by incorrect fourfold or
(4.2)-based data detection. which may occur in every sub-area of a
quadruple implemented module; in this way. the fault-information from
the entire system. present inside the error-controller. might force the
central control-unit to take action. The last control-unit to be ex
plained. the control communication interface (OCI). offers a direct link
between the central processor hardware and 64 inputs and outputs of the
central switching-network. allowing the processor-unit to communicate
directly with each line connected to the exchange: below. the applica
tions of this feature with regard to the information-exchange between
the central and local control-units will be considered.

4.2 Control synchronization and communication

When the central control-unit of a general system should be used in
combination with a number of local sub-processors. both the presence of
mutual synchronization possibilities and bidirectional communication
facilities are essential for the overall system performance. However. in
the concept according to fig. 4-1. the only connection between the
central and local control-units seems to exist of the (4.2)-based data
signals; yet. together with the transmitted exchange-data. also control
information is transferred by the passing frames. contained in special
reserved time-slots.

Together with the central system-clock. which can be recovered rather
simply from the incoming data-stream. each local station needs to have a
frame-based synchronization signal. in order to be able to exchange
individual time-slots with the central switching-network. For this
purpose. the central processor-unit permanently offers a fixed align
ment-pattern to the first input (time-slot no. 0) of the OCI. which
will. during normal operation. always be switched to the synchronization
time-slot (also no. 0) of all output-lines of the central switching
network. Doing so. all local stations belonging to the exchange are
provided wi th the same frame alignment information. and mutual synchro
nization can be guaranteed for the total system.

The remaining time-slots of the OCI may be directed in a similar way for
bidirectional information exchange between the central and local con
trol-units; thus. while 63 local station connections remain. using one
input and output line of the TST-module to handle the OCI-data. also 63
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Fig. 4-2. Total design of one PCM-interface based (4.2)-exchange
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Synchronization II Conununication

0:::1 Interfaces 0:::1 Interfaces

Line Time-slot Line Time-slot Line Time-slot Line Time-slot

0 0 ~ 1 0 0 1 .. 1 32
0 0 ~ 2 0 0 2 .. 2 32
0 0 ~ 3 0 0 3 .. 3 32
0 0 ~ 4 0 0 4 .. 4 32

~ ..
Fig. 4-3. Synchronization en communication time-slot arrangement

time-slots (no. 1.. 63) inside the 0:::1 are available for separate com
munication with all local processors. In addition. the TST-network is
forced to switch this control-information to and from a fixed time-slot
(no. 32) of the frames being received or transmitted by the local sta
tions. resulting in a 64 Kbit/sec two-way control-connection for all
local interfaces. To resume. an overview of all reserved time-slot
numbers. both for the 0:::1 circuit and the local stations. is presented
in fig. 4-3.

While the contents of the transferred control-information should nor
mally consist of internal commands with respect to the total exchange
(e.g. to set up a connection. or to start a certain test-sequence). an
exception arises by connecting an existing ISDN-based (32-channel) PCM
line interface as a local station. which is shown in fig. 4-2. To
combine two of these PCM-links. both provided with their own communi
cation time-slots. to a single 64-channel local station line with only
one conununication time-slot. it is not only necessary to intercept the
occurring bit-frequency and synchronization differences: next to this.
all control-information must be shared using a command transformation
process. which should deal also with the translation between the stan
dard ISDN-commands and the internal control-information. In the diagram.
this way of conununication with the outside world (e.g. a second ex
change). is indicated with the connections between the local station
processor hardware and the PCM translation modules.

Together with the creation of the synchronization and communication
mechanisms between the central switching-network and the local stations.
similar extensions are needed inside these circuits. For the suggested
conventional concept of the local stations. the adjustments should be
quite obvious: however. in the fourfold structure of the central ex
change. they ask for a detailed explanation. which will therefore be the
subject of the next chapter.
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5 TIIE (4.2) SYSTEM-BUS: STRUCI1JRE AND SPECIFICATIONS

To establish an optimal functioning of the (4,2)-oriented reliability
concept presented in the previous chapters, some special attention must
be paid to the realization of the connections between the various single
or fourfold units, dealing with the necessary internal communication. In
general. two different interconnecting principles could be used to
combine all central control modules as introduced by fig. 4-1 and 4-2:
while individual links lor each pair of single elements would take a
large number of physical lines because of the quadruple module structu
res, the alternative strategy is the implementation of a fourfold fault
tolerant system-bus. resulting in a more conventional processor-system
configuration.

Eventually, the choice to select the more flexible (4,2)-based system
bus solution, asks for special communication-interfaces. both in single
and fourfold applications. to ensure a fault-tolerant operation. There
for. together with a proposal for the specifications of the system-bus.
these interfaces will be presented in this chapter: in the last section,
a special processor-hardware (4,2)-bus interface will be shown, in order
to avoid the so-called broadcast-errors.

5.1 Description of the system-bus configuration

To construct a system-bus combining the data-, address- and control
signals of a (4,2)-based system. the communication between two fourfold
units according to fig. 5-1 may serve as a general model. As it shows.
each element of the first unit uses only one of the four available
different (4,2)-coded outputs, while it is connected to all elements of
the receiving unit: in this way. one of the elements of both units may
fail at the same time without influencing the actual performance of the
total system. Thus, to set up a system-bus within a (4.2)-system. this
concept needs to be realized between the various modules in both direc
tions.

Unlike the (4.2)-coding of the data- and address-information. the single
control-signals cannot be handled by the regular (4,2)-mechanisms, which
are designed to operate for 8 or 16 bit signals. Instead of the possibi
lity of taking a group of control-lines together to allow (4.2)-actions,
just separated quadrupling is preferred. offering direct individual ac
cess to each control-signal.

The eventual configuration consists of a (4.2)-orientated bus containing
16 information bits, used both for data- and address handling. together
with five fourfold control-lines; fig. 5-3 presents an overview of this
structure, which is supplemented by the signal-specifications as shown
in fig. 5-2. Corresponding to a conventional processor-system, the
(4,2)-based system-bus will always transfer information between the
processor-unit and one of the single or fourfold remaining units, which
will be further indicated as I/O-devices. By this. the control-lines
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Fig. 5-1. Communication between two (4,2)-systems

could be divided into two different groups: next to the processor
controlled 'addr', 'rd/wr' and 'strobe' signals, two status-reports are
generated by the lID-devices, where a wired-or connection enables the
parallel operation of several units.

To allow on one hand the existence of four identical elements inside an
lID-device, and to manage on the other with the realization of a relia
ble structure while using a different hardware configuration connected
to each part of the (4,2)-bus, every fourfold unit needs to hold four
different bus-transceivers, resulting in the situation according to fig.
5-3; in addition, fig. 5-4 shows some more information about the sig
nals of the lID-bus, the connection point of the single lID-elements.
For each lID-device, four slightly different bus-transceivers are to be

signal function coding connection condi tion

data/addr bus 16 bits data (4,2) 4*8 if addr low
data/addr bus 16 bits address (4,2) 4*8 if addr high
addr address selection 4-fault 4 high active
rd/wr write selection 4-fault 4 low active
strobe read/write action 4-fault 4 low active
ready read/write ready 4-faul t 4 (wired or) high active
into request interrupt request 4-fault 4 (wired or) high active

Fig. 5-2. Signal-definitions of the (4,2) based system-bus
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Fig. 5-3. Structure of the (4,2)-bus with multi-version bus-transceivers
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used. varying only in the position of the (4.2)-bus coupled output
drivers: in the case of only one bus-transceiver tyPe. provided with
output-drivers for all lines of the data- and address-bus. wrong opera
tions of these drivers could mean a failure in more than one fault
isolated area at the same time. causing a break-down of the total ex
change. In this way. the four individual control circuits will not be
not completely similar: therefore. the resulting overall control may be
indicated as a multi-version hardware system.

After decoding the address-information available from the system-bus.
each bus-transceiver is signalized by a separate decoder if the connec
ted I/o-device should be selected. which is a condition for sending
information onto the (4.2)-bus: by this equiPment. failures of the total
system-bus due to unpermitted write-commands resulting from not selected
malfunctioning I/O-modules are strictly prevented. The fourfold imple
mentation of these decoders. and thereby also the individual selection
of the single elements inside the I/O-modules. are preferable for two
reasons. In the first place. a faulty decoder should not have any in
fluence on the actual performance of the total system: using the four
fold concept in such a case. the corresponding three decoder/bus-trans
ceiver combinations just continue with their normal operations. and so
the overall system activities will not be affected. Secondly. it might
be necessary (e.g. for a system analysis procedure) to select only one
single element of an I/O-module: therefore. the decoders should be
designed to allow both individual and combined selection of the elements
belonging to one I/O-device.

Beside controlling all I/O communication. both the bus-transceivers and
decoders are also an essential part of the implemented interrupt
structure. Every low-to-high transition of the ·int. req.· signal. as
provided by an I/O-device. causes the interrupt-registers inside the
corresponding bus-transceivers to be active. resulting in a high value
of the ·int. req.· line of the system-bus: subsequently. the central
processor-unit needs to know the origin of the interrupt request. and
starts a polling-sequence to detect the interrupting device. For this
purpose. each decoder recognizes outside the regular I/O-device selec
tion address also a special interrupt address. different for each unit:
after receiving this address. the decoder signalizes the bus-transceiver
to send the internal interrupt status onto the system-bus. while a reset
operation is issued to the ·int. req.· output and the interrupt-regis
ter. Finally. the interrupt service routine belonging to the correspon-

signal

data
address
enable
rd/wr
strobe
data acknowledge
into request

function

16 bits data
16 bits address
I/O-module activation
wri te selection
read/write action
readlwr i te ready
interrupt request

connection

16
16
1
1
1
1
1

condi tion

high active
low active
low active
low active
O/l-transition

Fig. 5-4. Data-. address- and control-signals of the I/O-bus
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Fig. 5-5. Communication with a single I/O-device

ding I/O-device restores the device to its normal conditions. thereby
resetting the I/O-device ·int. req.· output.

In contrast with the situation of fourfold structured I/O-devices. fig.
5-5 shows the additional transceiver needed for (4.2)-bus based communi
cation between the central processor-unit and a single implemented I/O
module. This I/O-transceiver combines the data-. address- and control
lines of four bus-transceivers into one set of I/O-signals according to
fig. 5-4 using a simply voting principle. while the information availa
ble from the I/O-device is just quadrupled to be handled like the output
of a fourfold unit. At first sight. this communication link between the
central processor-unit and a single I/O-module. consisting of a (4.2)
based system-bus. four bus-transceivers and an I/O-transceiver. seems to
be rather complex: however. the following section will pay some atten
tion to the specific problems rising in the development of connections
between single and (4.2)-based modules. concluding the necessity of a
suchlike complicated configuration.
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5.2 Origin and elimination of broadcast-errors

To enable the transfer of information from a single device towards a
(4.2}-orientated fourfold module. it might seem sufficient to implement
the structure according to fig. 5-6. However. due to the always existing
little differences of the hardware-characteristics. small variations in
the mutual synchronization could result in an unequal interpretation of
the original data by the single elements of the (4.2}-module: in such a
case. it would be possible for two of the four individual circuits to
receive the same incorrect information. leading to an internal conflict
situation of the total (4.2}-system. In addition. also the mutual con
nection of two (4.2}-based units. according to fig. 5-1. is negatively
influenced by these so-called broadcast-errors. while a malfunctioning
single receiving element. as is permitted for some time inside a fault
isolated area. enlarges the risks of a system break-down considerably.

In the analysis of the consequences as caused by these errors within the
presented configuration of the exchange control-units. two ways of
communication are to be distinguished: in general. data could be send
from the processor-unit to an I/O-device. or in the reverse direction.
Broadcast-errors belonging to the first category may introduce inconsis
tent information inside a fourfold I/O-unit. eventually resulting in
error-messages from the connected (4.2}-decoders: the output signals of
these decoders will possibly be incorrect but. however. they will always
be unambiguous. If these errors would be time-resistant. as might be the
case with a critically chosen synchronization. they could be classified
by the processor-module as hardware faults: for occasional errors. only
direct effects should be corrected. On the contrary. a completely dif
ferent situation arises when data. being provided by an I/O-device. is

System System
1 ~ ~ U

System
~ 2B

System
~ 2C

System
~ 2D

Fig. 5-6. Broadcast-error unresistant communication
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interpreted twofold inside the central processor-unit; in this way. two
pairs of processors might receive unequal information and thereby start
up different algorithms. which could have fatal consequences for the
performance of the total system.

To prevent a break-down of the central control-unit due to the appearan
ce of these broadcast-errors. even in the case of malfunctioning single
elements within several fault-isolated parts. it is necessary to keep
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Fig. 5-7. (4.2)-based broadcast-error elimination
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the four processor-circuits from receiving mutual inconsistent informa
tion. Doing so. optimizing the concerned synchronization is insuffi
cient. because a temporary hardware failure could always result in
disagreeing data interpretation; thus. a mechanism is needed to check
and possibly correct the input of the single processor-elements. An
appropriate solution. easy to implement in the existing design. is
presented in fig. 5-7 for the (4.2)-. and by fig 5-8 for the fourfold
structured signals; to show its correct operation. a worst case (4.2)
based broadcast-error si tuation might be considered. arising when all
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Fig. 5-8. Broadcast-error elimination based on fourfold control-signals
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four processor-circuits receive different data. while a break-down of
one processor-area (as represented by a horizontal group of components
in the diagram) leads to random patterns on every output of the belong
ing elements. Under these circumstances. the three buffers connected to
the coder of the malfunctioning circuit might indeed read in inconsis
tent information. but the output signals of the successive voters will
always be similar. On the other hand. the remaining three groups of
buffers will all contain one unreliable device; however. as they are
provided with input from proper functioning coding elements. always two
buffers will receive equal data. causing two unaffected voters to pro
duce a corresponding output. Thus. for the normally operating circuits.
the three decoders connected with the processor-hardware will eventually
offer identical information. and in that way any occurrence of a system
break-down by inconsistent internal data is avoided; in addition. the
fourfold control-signals should be handled according to the configura
tion of fig. 5-8. which is based on exactly the same principle.

The necessity of this protection. which seems at first sight completely
superfluous. might be considered as a clear example of the complex
problems rising in the development of the various (4.2)-based control
system components; thereby. just little imperfections could have disas
trous consequences for the performance and the reliability of the total
system. So. during the realization of the bus-concept presented in this
chapter. it will be unavoidable to concentrate further on this subject.
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6 A SUMMARY OF MULTI-VERSION SOITWARE LITERATURE

Corresponding to the current hardware reliability methods like the
previous described {4,2)-design, a fault-tolerant approach might also be
used in software development; for this purpose, multi-version (or N
version) software allows the use of several different algorithms, based
on majority-decisions, each originating out of one unambiguous specifi
cation but written by various programmer-teams to allow a substantial
spread of error-occurrences. So, to prepare the investigation into the
possibilities and consequences of a multi-version software implementa
tion in the existing exchange concept, this chapter will present a
survey of the literature evolution concerning this subject, together
with some explanations about the selection of the relevant publications;
thereby, a clear view will arise with regard to the actual problems in
this field, serving in combination with the resulting reading list as a
basis for the further investigation.

6.1 Composition of a reading overview

To accumulate the available information concerning a specific subject
like multi-version software, a selection of articles could be obtained
in many ways; in the explanation below, a procedure consisting of three
subsequently employed strategies is introduced, in order to create the
completest possible reading overview. So, a collection of articles,
matching some elementary keywords, is enlarged by using a combination of
reference and citation techniques, to offer eventually an extensive list
of relevant publications, which is presented in a separated reference
overview.

To start with, a first set of authors and titles might be found relati
vely simple by just searching articles related to a specific keyword or
covered by a collective subject; in this way, on-line based searching
for the appearance of the terms 'multi-version' and 'N-version' in
various titles, and the selection of multi-version software oriented
articles out of the existing 'fault tolerant computing' literature,
results in the group of publications as shown in chronological order by
the horizontal row in fig. A-I, which may be found in the final appen
dix. In this diagram. each 'x'-sign of the table marks one of the papers
repeated in the column on the left to be referred to by the correspon
ding member of the original set, while the numbers accompanying the
articles are used to specify both the year of publication and the re
ference number in the reading list at the back of this report, respec
tively; doing so, some indications might be acquired about the importan
ce of the individual papers, which is illustrated obviously by the
central place of the oldest article {(3]).

Next to the mutual references within this first set of publications,
also a number of other relevant titles is included inside the belonging
reference lists; in the table of fig. A-2, this group is added to the
primary collection, turning out into a substantial increase in the
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amount of considerable papers. In fact, the distinction between these
both literature gatherings is based on the availability of the actual
reference lists for only the articles of the first set: however, the
relative value of the publications in the second group may be measured
separately in just the same way as the first, giving a clear result for
the most imPOrtant work ([14]).

Finally, the completion of the total multi-version software literature
overview, presented later in this report, might be performed by em
ploying a citation strategy, consisting of a search for all references
to the most essential articles ([3] and [14]). By this, only one more
title ([18]) may be found, and after a pass through the belonging re
ference list, this publication may be added to the original group of
articles, as it is shown in the most right column of the diagram accor
ding to fig. A-3.

6.2 General review of the available literature

While the previously presented reading list overviews were intended to
describe especially the way of composing this literature collection,
further needs may require a construction-independent view. Therefore,
fig. A-4 shows a second table of all relevant publications, now being
arranged according to their chronological order.

Regarding the contents of the various articles, three main groups of
papers may be distinguished: in fig. 6-1, the concerned literature
references are categorized, together with the belonging subjects. After
the first period of discovering and verifying the expected reliability
improvements, some hesitation may be noticed because of disappointing
experimental results, due to the influence of the so-called coincident
errors: however, various theoretical dissertations (e.g. [14],[30]),
dealing with the origin of these errors, have been serving later as an
impulse to further research activities.

For the two first groups, the most important works ([3] and [14]) were
already indicated in the previous section: amongst the remaining titles
([25]/[30]), there is no specific dominating article, but almost all of
them refer to [14], one of the theoretical explanations about the oc
currence of coincident errors. Thus, these errors might be evidently
considered as an essential element in the realization of multi-version
software systems.

[1]/[9] [10]/[24] [25]/[30]

* introduction * disappointments owing * using mvs in spite of
of mvs to coincident errors coincident errors

* improvements * error recovery * investigations and
by mvs strategies implementations

Fig. 6-1. Multi-version software (mvs) literature by subject
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Resuming. the final literature collection contains a steady development
with respect to the treated subjects. based on some serious warnings
about the expected improvements. So. whenever the use of multi-version
software is considered. the information presented by this reading list
should always be respected; in this way. the next chapter will offer
some general conclusions about the resulting implementation conditions
and failure probability values.
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7 GENERAL OONSEQUENCFS OF MULTI-VERSION SOFfWARE EMPLOYMENT

After the composition of the previously presented literature collection,
the various points of view about the general requirements and advan
tages. being connected with the actual use of multi-version software.
may be combined to obtain a basis for further decisions about the even
tual application within the central control unit of the (4.2)-based
exchange concept. So. in this chapter. firstly a specific outline will
be summarized about the most relevant general emploYment conditions. as
considered in the available publications. followed by a detailed expla
nation of the attainable performance improvements with respect to the
earlier mentioned coincident errors.

7.1 Requirements for the use of multi-version software

To allow successful operation of multi-version software techniques. it
is necessary to develop the solutions for several difficulties related
to the actual implementation; therefore. the general problems of em
ploying the multi-version software strategy, according to the survey in
fig. 7-1. are pointed out below, while the next chapter will concentrate
afterwards on the belonging consequences for the existing exchange
design based realization of N-version software.

First of all. the most critical condition for the independence of design
faults is the existence of a complete and accurate specification of the
various design conditions; obviously, every inconsistency. omission, or
ambiguity, inside this initial specification. might cause unavoidable
faults in the final design, notwithstanding the multi-version approach.
So. the use of a formal. high-level language for the initial specifica
tion seems to be very profitable, which may be combined with the inde
pendent writing and subsequent comparison of two or more specifications.
using separate formal languages. thereby increasing the reliability of
the resulting specification beyond the present limits.

To proceed with this initial specification. dependence of programming
faults should be prevented by independence of design and implementation
efforts; thus. beside the existence of diversity in all essential means
like algorithms. programming languages. compilers. design tools, imple
mentation techniques, and test methods. the second condition for the

Problems

Correctness initial specification
Design independence
Execution support
Single-version failure resistance
Coincident error avoidance

Conditions

Fault-free development methods
Diversity in design means and teams
Hardware and software mechanisms
Dedicated recovery strategy
Diversity in programmer-teams

Fig. 7-1. Multi-version software implementation requirements
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avoidance of related faults comprises the employment of independent,
non-interacting programmer-teams. differing widely in their individual
training and experience, and preferably selected with a wide geographi
cal dispersion and various cultural and ethnic backgrounds.

Then. for a useful implementation of the resulting multi-version pro
grams, special execution support mechanisms need to be present in the
concerned system. allowing a proper, fault-tolerant functioning of the
total system by protecting against both hardware and software errors. In
this way, inter-version communication. version synchronization and en
forcement of timing constraints. and global correction of faulty ver
sions should be realized, while also the existence of input consistency
may be guaranteed for each separate version; in addition. the algorithms
in every single system must be provided with the locations and output
formats of all cross-check points. with mechanisms for internal checking
and exception handling of the other versions. and with the time con
straints to be observed between the various check-points locations.

To allow a suchlike hardware/software combination to survive in single
version failures. a dedicated recovery strategy is needed to enable
continued operation of every single system, rather than merely degrading
to N-l or even less reliable versions. Recovery of an individual version
is difficult because the other versions are not likely to have identical
internal states, so they might differ drastically in internal structure
while satisfying the original specifications; thus. next to the possible
decision which software version should be used to continue the normal
operation of a single malfunctioning system, also a translation of all
system information into the format of this software version is one of
the requirements for an employable recovery procedure.

Finally. the usefulness of the multi-version approach depends on the
validity of the conjecture that residual software faults in separate
versions will cause only very few similar faults at the same cross-check
points. Even without a detailed view on this problem. the solution seems
to consist of simply varying the programmer-teams as much as possible. a
condition stated earlier to achieve general independence of programming
faults; however, because of the typical relation of the occurrence and
consequences of these coincident errors with the use of multi-version
software, they will be discussed separately in the next section.

7.2 Coincident error influence on the N-version software performance

Under the assumption of independent and identically distributed error
occurrence in components (hardware) or algorithms (software). and the
use of a simple majority voter mechanism (N=3,5.7 •... ), the failure
probability (Pi(N» of an overall N-modular redundant system with a
fixed average error probability (p) of the individual elements is given
by a common-known (e.g. [30]. p. 314) binomial form:

Pi(N)
N

= ~
i=(N+l)/2

N-i
(l-p) . (7.1)
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However, the actual error occurrence probability of a separate program
in a multi-version software system might vary with the input sequences
of the algorithms, and is thereby correlated to the failure probabili
ties of the other elements, for every program-version should receive the
same input data; thus, the errors might arise coincidently. So, eq. 7.1
seems to be inadequate for multi-version software performance calcula
tion, but it will still be used further in this section in order to
compare the characteristics of a system operation, based on statistical
ly independent version failures, with the resul ts of the coincident
error influence computations for multi-version software, which will be
presented hereafter.

In theory, the extension of eq. 7.1 to deal with an error occurrence
probability that varies with the input data (Pc(N» shows to be rather
simple; just distinguishing a separate value (p(x» of the average
multi-version failure probability for each element of the collection (0)
of possible input sequences (i.e. for all xEO) for the concerned algo
rithms results, with regard to a common distribution (Q) which offers
the probability (Q(A» that an input sequence belongs to a subset (A) of
this collection, in the following, coincident errors including, system
failure probability:

Pc(N) = J
xEO

N
~

i=(N+l)/2
[~ ]

1

p(x)
i

(l-p(x»
N-i

dQ( {x}). (7.2)

While the available literature ([14]) obviously proves the correctness
of this equation, problems might arise to handle it in practical situa
tions; for this purpose, an intensity distribution function (G(y»,
defined as

G(y) = J dQ({x}) ,

xEOlp(xHY

(7.3)

may be introduced in combination with a help-function (h(y;N», which is
described by

h(y;N)
N

= ~
i=(N+l)/2

N-i
(l-y) , ( 0 ~ y ~ 1 ) (7.4)

to transform the original coincident error failure probability defini
tion (eq. 7.2) into
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PeeN) = I h(y;N) dG(y).

O~y~1

which is in fact based on the following subsequent substitutions:

dG(y) = G(y+dy)-G(y) = I dQ({x» = dQ({xEOlp(x)=y».

xEoly(p(xHy+dy

(7.5)

(7.6)

In this way, the intensity distribution according to eq. 7.3 completely
specifies the coincident error related behaviour of the system failure
probability function; consequently, if a certain condition for the
occurrence of system faults is to be met, the usefulness of a specific
implementation may be checked if only the intensity distribution
function is available (e.g. see [14], p. 1514).

To obtain on the one hand some knowledge about the actual influence of
coincident errors on the system failure probability function (i.e. the
difference between Pi(N) and Pc(N», and to demonstrate the composition
of an intensity distribution on the other, a three-version software
situation will be considered, satisfying the error probability specifi
cations according to fig. 7-2; for this case, the general failure proba
bility definition (eq. 7.2) may be transformed easily into

N
[: ] per)

i N-i
Pc(N) = 0.99 ~ (l-p(r» +

i=(N+l)/2

N

[~]
i N-i

0.01 ~ pee) (l-p(e». (7.7)
i=(N+l)/2 1

By fig.
mances
average

7-3, an overview is presented of the calculated system perfor
in this situation; together with some varying values for the
multi-version error probability of the regular and exceptional

input type

regular

exceptional

p
(average error probability)

per)

pee)

Q({xEolp(x)=p})
(occurrence probability)

0.99

0.01

Fig. 7-2. Definition for a specific coincident error situation
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per) pee) Pc(l) Pc(3) Pi(3)
(fig. 7-2) (fig. 7-2) (eq. 7.7) (eq. 7.7) (eq. 7.1, p=Pc(1»

0 0.1 0.001 0.00028 0.000003
0 0.25 0.0025 0.0016 0.000019
0 0.6 0.006 0.0065 0.00011
0.01 0.1 0.011 0.00057 0.00035
0.01 0.25 0.012 0.0019 0.00046

Fig. 7-3. System performance with and without coincident error influence

input types. all results of the expected system probability are shown
for each single version (which equals the probability in a one-version
system). for the actual three-version situation. and for a coincident
error free system. In general. the coincident errors obviously reduce
the overall system performance: the first two parameter-conditions even
cause a hundred times increase of the system failure probability. Besi
de. when the average multi-version error probability for a certain input
type exceeds the value of 0.5. as is the case in the third situation of
fig. 7-3. a single-version system should be preferred instead of a
multi-version. coincident error sensitive implementation: under these
circumstances. the eventual system failure possibility due to each
individual exceptional input is just intensified by the use of several
software versions.

With the definition of eq. 7-3. each parameter-condition of both input
types in fig. 7-3 may be used easily to obtain the corresponding diagram
of the intensity distribution: in this way. the fourth situation is
translated to the representation of fig. 7-3. In fact. a rather obvious
impression is offered thereby about the general behaviour of the inten
sity distribution: also. just substituting this function inside the
alternative system failure probability definition (eq. 7.5) shows simply
the consistency of the earlier derived error probability function (eq.
7.7) for the situation of fig. 7-2.

While the preceding results of the coincident error influence on the
system performance unquestionably illustrate the difference between
multi-version hardware (eq. 7.1) and software (eq. 7.2). it is important

1

0.99

G(y) t

o

o 0.01 0.1
y

1

Fig. 7-4. Intensity distribution function G(y) corresponding to fig. 7-2
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to realize that the previously considered circumstances should be regar
ded as a worst-case situation; the employment of diversity in program
mer-teams. as was recommended already in the first section of this
chapter. might cause a more random distribution of the exceptional
inputs amongst the individual versions. leading to a better overall
system performance. Within the available literature ([27]). even expec
tations about obtaining a better reliability than in the corresponding
hardware situation are stated; however. because the variety of indivi
dual programmers is an uncertain factor. a worst-case analysis should
never be omitted. which justifies a four-version extension of the pre
viously presented coincident error theory as will be introduced in the
next chapter.
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8 REALIZATION OF TIlE EXaIANGE a:>NTROL USING MULTI-VERSION SOFTWARE

While the observations in the previous chapter were based on a general
multi-version system with an odd number of separate software versions.
the eventual consequences for the development approach and system per
formance due to the integration of a four-version software concept in
the earlier presented {4.2)-based telephone exchange design might be
slightly different. For that reason. the first section of this chapter
will offer some expectations about the resulting system failure probabi
lities, together with the optimization strategies for the emplOYment
problems of multi-version software in the existing exchange control
circuits; finally. a hardware solution is introduced for the mutual
comparison and synchronization of the various program versions. allowing
the actual use of fault-tolerant software in the exchange control.

8.1 Optimal performance conditions for four-version software

With respect to the employment of a multi-version software system with
an even number of different programs. the available publications about
multi-version software. as selected and reviewed in the previous two
chapters. contain no specific information; thus. the obtained general
performance conclusions might be insufficient for a justified multi
version software implementation in the fourfold exchange design. There
fore. this section will extend the earlier introduced odd version
failure probability calculations to the corresponding even program situ
ations. resulting in the performance conditions for a fourfold multi
version software system.

In fact. the difference between odd and even version fault-tolerant
software applications consists of the possible occurrence. in the last
group. of some outstanding situations; if the number of failing versions
equals the amount of normal operating programs. while all errors cause
incorrect. but identical. version outputs. the use of a majority-based
voting mechanism will lead to unpredictable outputs. However. if an
arbitrary one out of two decision would be forced in suchlike circum
stances. an actual failure probability of 0.5 could be expected; after
wards. more dedicated decision strategies to improve the system perfor
mance in these situations will be discussed. allowing a preceding worst
case analysis to be based on equally distributed random results for
every correspondence between the numbers of correctly and faulty
functioning systems.

Thus. the original failure probability in eq. 7.1 should be splitted
into the contributions of the obViously and the occasionally system
break-down causing version-error situations; consequently, after the
proposed two times reduction of the last group. the failure probability
of an overall even-modular redundant system (N=2.4.6•... ). constructed
of individual elements with an established collective average error
probability {pl. and offering an independent and identically distributed
error occurrence. may be defined as
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N C]P i (l-p)
N-i

Pi(N) = ~ +
i=N/2+1

[N:J
N/2 N/2

P (l-p) / 2. (8.1)

As an example. for a four-version system. the first expression in this
error probability function covers all situations with three or four
malfunctioning systems; in the last part. the six distribution possibi
lities for two separate version-failures are actually decreased to
three. corresponding to the presence of an arbitrary decision mechanism.

Under the same conditions as stated in the previous chapter to introduce
eq. 7.2. the influence of coincident error occurrences forces the actual
system probability for an even-element multi-version software system to
be given by

J {
N

[~ ]
i N-i

Pc(N) = ~ p(x) (l-p(x» +
i=N/2+1 1

xEO

[N:J
N/2 N/2

2 } dQ( {x}).p(x) (l-p(x» / (8.2)

and with a new-defined help-function. according to

N

[~ ]
i N-i

h(y;N) = ~ y (l-y) +
i=N/2+1 1

[N:J
N/2 N/2

Y (l-y) / 2. ( 0 ~ y ~ 1 ) (8.3)

also the intensity distribution function (eq. 7.3) might be used again.
in combination with eq. 7.5. to specify the overall system performance.

Especially for the fourfold system concept. some knowledge about both
the possible improvements due to multi-version software employment. and
the influence of coincident errors on the system failure probability.
would be very useful with regard to the eventual application in the
exchange concept. Therefore. the coincident error situation of fig. 7-2
might be combined with the general definition in eq. 8.2. resulting in
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{
N

[ : ] p(r) 1 (I-p(r»
N-i

Pc(N) = 0.99 ! +
i=N/2+1

[N:J N/2 N/2
} +per) (l-p(r» 12

{
N [ N ] i N-i

0.01 ! i pee) (l-p(e» +
i=N/2+1

[N: ] N/2 N/2

lpee) (l-p(e» 1 2 (8.4)

Using this expression. the general system performance for a fourfold
structure could be easily calculated. which is shown. together with the
independently distributed fault occurrence figures (eq. 8.1). in the
table according to fig. 8-1. However. comparing these results with the
corresponding expectations for the three-version system (fig. 7-3) esta
blishes a surprising conclusion: both the independent and coincident
failure probability values are completely identical for the three- and
fourfold situations! A close investigation of the concerned expressions
(eq. 7.1 or 7.7 for the three-. and eq. 8.1 or 8.4 for the four-version
situation) shows the extensively dominating parts of the main summations
(consisting of the i=(N+l)/2 case for N=3. and the second part of the
expression for N=4) to be the same. based on the mathematical equality

[
N-l ]

N/2
= (8.5)

for any even value of N; so. due to rounding. the probabilities appear
fully identical in both tables. and in general. eq. 8.5 implies for
every N in the collection {1.3.5.7•... } the (N+l)- and N-version situa-

per) pee) Pc(l) Pc(4) Pi(4)
(fig. 7-2) (fig. 7-2) (eq. 7.7) (eq. 8.4) (eq. 8.1, p=Pc(l»

0 0.1 0.001 0.00028 oo3סס0.0

0 0.25 0.0025 0.0016 OO19סס.0

0 0.6 0.006 0.0065 0.00011
0.01 0.1 0.011 0.00057 0.00035
0.01 0.25 0.012 0.0019 0.00046

Fig. 8-1. System performances of a four-version system
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tions to have approximately the same system failure probability. In
addition, to illustrate also the practical consistency of this conclu
sion, the failure probability of a two-version structure could be consi
dered; neglecting the occurrence possibility of both elements failing
simultaneously, the failure probability of this system consists of the
total possibility for one of the two versions to fail (which is twice
the individual error probability of the elements) corrected with a two
times reduction due to a random decision determining with which system
to continue, and so the final performance of the two-version structure
equals the value for a single-version system consisting of just one of
the employed elements.

Thus, at first sight, the use of a fourfold system would result in the
same overall failure probability as a three-version structure, allowing
the implementation of three- or four-version software in the original
exchange concept to obtain the optimal performance in a four-processor
design. Under certain conditions, however, a substantially increase in
reliability might be obtained for the four-version situation; doing so,
the higher costs of the development and employment of fourfold hardware
and software would be justified entirely by more favorable performance
expectations.

Actually, these improvements should be based on a better-than-arbitrary
decision mechanism for the situations with equality in the number of
correctly and faulty functioning versions; under these circumstances,
two different decision strategies are to be distinguished. In a situa
tion where not all faulty versions would offer the same incorrect
output, the conclusion is quite simple; the remaining outputs, being
correctly produced and thereby identical, could allow the unambiguous
recognition of the normally functioning elements, resulting in the
preclusion of a system break-down. If, on the contrary, all malfunc
tioning versions would produce equal outputs, an arbitrary conclusion
might seem unavoidable; however, the decision could be influenced by a
preceded 'reliable version selection', allowing certain elements to be
considered as more reliable. In this way, the final conclusion could be
based on the outputs of only one, two, or three previously selected
versions; next to the possible increases in the overall system perfor
mance, a suchlike concept would also offer an excellent test-environment
for the first use of new developed software-versions.

So, to realize an optimal four-version system, these two strategies
should be combined in order to create a specifically functioning deci
sion mechanism; because of the dominating influence of the concerned
error situations in the final system failure probability expression, a
substantial improvement of the system performance could thereby be
expected with regard to the worst-case analysis results in fig. 8-1. In
addition, the general conditions in the previous chapter should be
respected; therefore, fig. 8-2 shows the original conditions as conclu
ded in fig. 7-1, together with some specific solutions for the implemen
tation of multi-version software in the existing exchange concept. While
most of these necessities deal with the actual development of the soft
ware, only general solutions might be proposed; for the conditions
concerning the execution support and single-version resistance require
ments, more specific strategies could be suggested. Thus, to establish
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Solutions

Fault-free development methods
Diversity in design means and teams
Hardware and software mechanisms
Dedicated recovery strategy
Diversity in programmer-identities

Formal. high-level languages
Various languages and educations
Presented in the next section
Reliable version selection
Different backgrounds and cultures

Fig. 8-2. Specific solutions for the general implementation requirements

the required dedicated recovery strategy. a solution might be to use the
information. offered by the earlier introduced reliable version selec
tion strategy. also to provide a malfunctioning processor-circuit with a
more reliable software-version; beside. the next section will present a
hardware mechanism for the multi-version software execution support
within the fourfold (4.2)-oriented exchange design.

8.2 Implementation of version comparison and synchronization

To allow the employment of multi-version software in the exchange design
according to fig. 4-1. the proposed (4.2)-oriented hardware structure
might be insufficient for the necessary parallel execution of different
algorithms; using the various (4.2)-decoders and fourfold voters. only
the mutual comparison of the separate processor-circuit outputs could be
performed. but the system would not be able to deal with any deviations
in the execution speed of the individual program-modules. However. the
implementation of a special device. performing the required comparison
and synchronization functions to establish a highly reliable overall
control-circuit. may be utilized in the existing configuration without
changing the actual concept; so. concentrating on the processor-hardware
situations of fig. 5-7 and 5-8. this section will introduce a specific
comparator/synchronizator module. allowing the original system to meet
the optimal performance conditions for four-version software as stated
earlier.

Based on the voting-conditions as defined in fig. 8-3. the final design
of one single control-circuit. connected with the (4.2) system-bus. is
presented by fig. 8-4; as it shows. all system-output of the broadcast
error/processor combination is intercepted by the comparator/synchroni
zator module. which receives next to the data- (including the address-)

Signal

Data/ctrl
Data set
Time out
ReI. version
Ready

se1. ( r .v . s . )

Function

System-bus signals
Data/ctr I avai lable
Program-module time out
R.v.s. status change
Program continuation

Voting

Dep. on last r.v.s.
All synchzd. versions
Two synchzd. versions
Dep. on last r.v.s.
Data set or time out

Fig. 8-3. Definition of the comparator/synchronizator voting mechanism
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and control-signals of the other circuits also the data set, time out,
and reliable version selection information of all versions. In this way,
any processor operation dealing with (4,2)-bus input (which implies also
output actions to control the system-bus 'RdlWr' line) and output
results in the existence of cross-check points: beside, additional
comparison and synchronization (e.g. on the end of a specific procedure)
might be introduced by performing dwmny outputs.

oo(8T4.2)
~8) data/
~8) addr.
~8) bus

~ ~ h"I

= .... (4) Addr
= .... (4) RdlWr
===r= = ....(4) Strobe

1=
- - - - - ~(4) Ready

= ~(4) Int.R.
I

To other circuits SYSTEM-BUS

data/ctrl
= .... .... .... ....

II

=== .... = .... ....
.... = .... ....
.... = .... ....

data set
I ....

.... - .... ....

.... - .... ....
Broadcast - .... ....

error time out Comparator
circuit .... I

.... /
& - .... Synchroni-

Processor - .... zator
circuit - ....

reliable version
.... I ....

selection - ....
- ....
- ....

ready
~ ~

Fig. 8-4. Single control-circuit extended with synchronization mechanism
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During normal operation, program execution stops after each output
command in the algorithm, and the data set line is activated as a
belonging indication: subsequently, the processor waits for the ready
signal, generated by the comparator device if all previously synchro
nized versions have reached the corresponding output operation. However,
if a certain time-limit, which might vary for every individual program
step, is exceeded without receiving this ready message, the time out
signal is used to ask for program continuation: in this case, only two
activated lines, originating from still correctly running processors,
would be sufficient. As a result, an optimal synchronization function is
established; using this strategy. even two completely 'lost' program
versions could be recognized and eliminated without influencing the
program-execution of the correctly operating processor-circuits.

To ensure under all these circumstances a normal functioning of the
total control-unit, also a well-matching comparison technique should be
available in the new implemented module: next to the realization of the
reliable version selection mechanism, necessary for optimal multi-ver
sion software operation, also the automatically exclusion of versions
exceeding the cross-check point time-limits would be essential. In the
solution of fig. 8-4. a change of the reliable versions selection status
might be performed by activating the reliable version selection signal,
while using the data lines to present the actual selection information:
to allow a possible change in all permitted faulty version distribution
situations, the voting strategies for determination of the eventual
data- and control-signals and the reliable version selection change
indications should be equal. Doing so, the resulting control-unit would
still be able to adapt the reliable version selection status during
critical conditions, allowing even for a degraded system a continuously
optimal level of reliability.

Finally, several problems and details, both in the realization of hard
ware and software, remain to be solved during the further construction
of the exchange control: for example, next to the required variety in
software development, a dedicated recovery mechanism would be crucial
for the total design. However, the introduced concept, using in general
fourfold redundancy, offers the essential mechanisms to obtain a sub
stantial reliability improvement: so, together with the previously deri
ved conditions and the presented corresponding solutions, this might
serve as a valuable basis to proceed with the eventual completion of the
recommended exchange control structure.
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9 FINAL <DNa..USIONS AND RECX>MMENDATIONS

Regarding the previously presented (4.2)-bus based fourfold control
structure. it might be stated that for the initially desired fault
tolerant telephone exchange control design. an appropriate hardware
concept has been made available: however. as a consequence. the necessi
ty for the correct employment of the introduced broadcast-error protec
tion circuit and multi-version hardware units. within the eventual
configuration. has turned out to be unavoidable.

On the contrary. the overall reliability of a multi-version software
system. as compared wi th a corresponding hardware si tuation. has been
proved to decrease by the influence of coincidently arising failures:
therefore. to reduce the occurrence probability of these coincident
errors. special attention should be paid to the independent development
of the individual programs.

Using these multi-version hardware and software strategies together in
the suggested exchange control circuit. the fourfold separated hardware
system. controlled by four mutually different software versions. should
be provided with some specific decision and synchronization mechanisms.
thereby guaranteeing an optimal fault-tolerant operation. Yet. though it
would be highly desirable. any realistic estimations of the resulting
failure probability cannot be obtained: without any knowledge about the
eventual four-version software performance. which has been shown to
depend on the actual realization conditions. only the reliability im
provement advantage of the proposed four-version system might be proved
by using worst-case calculations.

To proceed. beside the necessary research into the required software
design methods and the final implementation of the various decision
determining and error-correcting version-interactions. the introduction
of the control concept allows the concrete development of the involved
hardware modules: so. in order to complete the presented telephone
exchange control. several directions of further project activities might
be initiated to continue this investigation.
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APPENDIX: MULTI-VERSION SOFTWARE LITERATURE OVERVIEWS

Org. Ch. Ke. Le·IKn·IAV ·IKn·ITSO IKe.\Tso ILLILe·ILLIMa./Ke·IEc.
'78 '83 '~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~

Ref. [3] [7] [9] 10] 13] 19] 20]121] 24] 25] 26] 27]128] 29] 30]

Ch. '78 [3] x x x x x x x x

Ke. '83 [7] x x x x

Kn. '~ [10] x· x x

Av. '~ [13] x x x

Kn. '~ [19] x x x

Tso '~ [20] x x x

Ke. '~ [21] x x x

Li. '87 [25] x

Fig. A-I. Literature overview by keyword selection (with mutual refs.)
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Org. Ch. Ke. Le.\Kn'IAV'IKn'ITsoIKe'ITsoILLILe'ILLIMa.'IKe'IEc.
'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~.~'~'~'~'~'~

Ref. [3] [7] [9] 10] 13] 19] 20] 21] 24] 25] 26] 27]128]129] 30]

Ch. '78 [3] x x x x x x x x

Ke. '83 [7] x x x x

Kn. '~ [10] x x x

Av. '~ [13] x x x

Kn. '~ [19] x x x

Tso '~ [20] x x x

Ke. '86 [21] x x x

LL '87 [25] x

Av. '77 [1] x x x x x x

Ch. '78 [2] x x

Gr. '80 [4] x x x

Ke. '82 [5] x x x x x x

Av. '82 [6] x

Av. '84 [8] x x x x x

Kn. '~ [11] x

Av. '~ [12] x x x

Ec. '~ [14] x x x x x x x

Kn. '~ [15] x x x x x

Do. '86 [16] x x

Li. '86 [17] x

Li. '86 [22] x x

Tso '87 [23] x

Fig. A-2. Extension of the reading list by supplementary references
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Org. Ch. Ke. Le·IKn·IAV ·IKn·ITso IKe·ITso ILi . ILe. ILL IMa. IKe. IEc·IIGo .
'78 '83 '~'~'~'OO'OO'OO'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~

Ref. [3] [7] [9] 10] 13] 19] 20] 21]1 24] 25] 26] 27] 28] 29] 30] 18]

Ch. '78 [3] x x x x x x x x x

Ke. '83 [7] x x x x x

Kn. '~ [10] x x x

Av. '~ [13] x x x

Kn. '00 [19] x x x

Tso '00 [20] x x x

Ke. '~ [21] x x x

Li. '87 [25] x

Av. '77 [1] x x x x x x x

Ch. '78 [2] x x

Gr. '80 [4] x x x x

Ke. '82 [5] x x x x x x

Av. '82 [6] x

Av. '84 [8] x x x x x x

Kn. '~ [11] x

Av. '~ [12] x x x

Ec. '~ [14] x x x x x x x

Kn. '86 [15] x x x x x

Do. '00 [16] x x

LL '~ [17] x

Li. '00 [22] x x

Tso '87 [23] x

Fig. A-3. Adding one more article after citation-searching
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Org. Ch. Ke. Le·IKn·IAv·IGo·IKn·ITsoIKe·ITsoIL1.ILe·IL1.IMa·IKe·IEc.
'78 '83 '85 '85 '85 '86 '86 '86 '86 '87 '87 '87 '87 '87 '88 '88

Ref. [3] [7] [9] 10] 13] 18] 19] 20] 21] 24] 25] 26].27] 28] 29] 30]

Av. '77 [1] x x x x x x x

Ch. '78 [2] x x

Ch. '78 [3] x x x x x x x x x

Gr. 'SO [4] x x x x

Ke. '82 [5] x x x x x x

Av. '82 [6] x

Ke. '83 [7] x x x x x

Av. '84 [8] x x x x x x

Kn. '85 [10] x x x

Kn. '85 [11] x

Av. '85 [12] x x x

Av. '85 [13] x x x

Ec. '85 [14] x x x x x x x

Kn. '86 [15] x x x x x

Do. '86 [16] x x

Li. '86 [17] x

Kn. '86 [19] x x x

Tso '86 [20] x x x

Ke. '86 [21] x x x

Li. '86 [22] x x

Tso '87 [23] x

L1. '87 [25] x

Fig. A-4. Chronological presentation of the multi-version software references
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